1974 ford f250 camper special

Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic automobile consignment dealerships in
the world. With over vehicles in stock spanning over 80, square feet, we have what you are
looking for! We provide top tier service for both online buyers and in-person transactions.
Stemming from selling over 1, cars per year, we have become experts in domestic and
international shipping and can help you find a shipping company to safely transport your new
purchase to your garage. To view current and upcoming inventory please go to our website
Worldwide Vintage Autos [. The engine size and specs if any were provided by the previous
owner and are not verified. If you would like to verify block numbers, engine stamps etc, please
do so prior to purchasing. The cost of parts and restoration of these vehicles are increasing
daily. They are not making any more and, therefore, they are becoming more rare by the day.
Buy one complete and ensure your investment for the future. An excellent investment and
something you can enjoy daily. Collectible vintage vehicles have historically appreciated at a
rate greater than that stock market, gold and other arts and collectibles as documented by many
articles and auction result tracking. For financing, Down Payment required by lending
institution will be due within 72 hours of deposit in addition to deposit. Down Payment is
refundable. Deposits are non-refundable due to i. Inspections should be performed prior to
putting a deposit down on a vehicle. We disclose defects found during our inspection but we
are not you. Purchasing a vehicle is very subjective. Come visit our showroom in Denver, CO,
we would love to meet you in person! We can handle all shipping arrangements in-house, so
you know where your vehicle is from point to point. We highly suggest using only enclosed
shipping to protect your investment. We use Central Dispatch and they ensure all carriers are
licensed, insured and bonded. Please be advised that it is not uncommon for a vehicle to
receive damage during transport, and that WWVA cannot be held liable for any damages caused
by a transport company. We specialize in: 1. Vintage trucks and 4x4s! Vintage American
Cruisers! Muscle cars! European Classics! We would love to meet you in person and encourage
you to come see the vehicles before you buy! Due to our inventory size, we are unable to drive
every vehicle for long distances. We also cannot guarantee that every gauge, light, window,
horn, option, function, etc. Please check your local state inspection requirements. We perform a
basic one hour 30 point inspection on every vehicle. Please call a sales expert to get details on
these systems For some people, a restoration is simply painting a car and replacing items as
needed, while for others, restoration means an extensive disassembly and overhaul, with each
piece getting rebuilt or replaced. As a consumer, it's important to understand the basics of
restoration levels for it can impact classic car values substantially. There are hundreds of ways
to restore a vintage car or truck including but not limited to the following: i. Frame off
restoration. Body of vehicle is completely taken off the frame and restoration includes body,
frame, floor pans top and bottom , etc. Rotisserie restoration. These restorations are when the
body or body and frame on a unibody vehicle are disassembled and restored utilizing a
rotisserie. Cosmetic or driver quality restoration. These restoration are typically limited to
cosmetic items including paint and body, interior, trim and emblems, etc. There is a universal
point grading system rating classic car conditions ranging from being excellent to 20 being
unrestorable. In addition to the levels of restoration above, it's important to understand the type
of restoration as well for it can also impact value substantially. Type of restorations include: i.
Factory or stock restoration. This type of restoration is geared towards restoring the car or
truck to stock specs from the factory as if it were new. These types of restorations use original
or oem original equipment manufacturer where possible. Factory original restorations tend to
bring the highest dollars from collectors. Custom restoration. These types of restorations are
geared towards builder preference over factory stock. These can be refereed to as customs or
hot rods. Typically these vehicles will have custom paint work, aftermarket wheels, suspension
upgrades, power plant transplants, etc. For questions on what type or level of restoration of any
of our vehicles in inventory please call our vintage sales expert today at We provide
approximately 75 HD images, and an HD video, in every one of our listings. Very few companies
offer this much detail. We spend time inspecting and disclosing items on all of our vehicles;
however, at the end of the day, we are not you The information contained in this ad is solely for
convenience. The description is an opinion only and should not be considered a complete
description of any or all faults; it may not be relied upon nor taken as fact or otherwise a
representation or warranty of any sort. Please note, we did NOT build or restore the vehicle.
Unless shown in the photographs, we do NOT have documentation, receipts, or photographs of
the vehicle listed. We do not recommend driving a classic car home. Many classic cars are not
driven often and tend to sit for long periods of time making them unsuitable for cross-country
road trips. We strongly recommend shipping the vehicle. We sell our vehicles mileage-exempt,
meaning we do not know the actual, original miles. The information listed in the ad is based on
the current odometer reading or from rebuild information provided by the builder, and cannot be

used as fact. Most of these vehicles do not have Carfax or Autocheck history reports; unless
the vehicle is or newer, a Carfax or Autocheck history will not exist. This vehicle is being sold
by Worldwide Vintage Autos. All of our prices include, a clear Colorado title and VIN verification
to ensure no surprises during the registration of your vehicle. Any vehicle listed in auction
format may be sold, and removed from auction, at any time. Have a classic vehicle to trade or
sell? Check our website for consignment information. After selling thousands of classic
vehicles, we understand the process and will ensure that you have a pleasurable experience.
We ca Drivetrain Engine Size:. Please note that WWVA is not a restoration shop nor do we
restore vehicles to any degree. Play Video. View More View More. Mileage Mileage exempt
unless otherwise noted below. Vehicle Specs Basic Year Engine Engine Size V8. Description
Worldwide Vintage Autos is one of the largest classic automobile consignment dealerships in
the world. Read More Raead More. Recommended Vehicles. Contact Details First name. Last
name. Outlying Islands U. Thank you! We will be contacting you soon. Name Name. Phone
Phone. Email Email. Thank you for your interest! We'll get back to you soon! Become a VIP.
Email sales worldwidevintageautos. Powered By SpeedDigital. Built from â€”79, the Super
Camper Special might have passed right under your nose without you knowing what they were.
But a good eye can definitely spot some major differences, like the rear wheels shoved farther
back and that compartment on the passenger side of the bed. Made for serious campers looking
for extra hauling capacity, a compliant ride, and conveniences like a built-in pigtail for easy
trailer hookups and a sliding rear bumper that adjusted to aftermarket camper overhangs, the
Super Camper Special was a plug-and-play camper conversion dream. Ford started by
increasing the wheelbase to an astounding inches on a narrower eight-inch-tall, one-ton frame,
with a single Dana 70 full-floating rear axle and twin I-beam front. Available only as a two-wheel
drive single cab, the extended wheelbase made for a stable, better-riding truck with less camper
intrusion, which eliminated the space normally reserved for the spare behind the rear axle. Ford
fixed this with a secret compartment and detachable body panel on the passenger side of the
bed for spare tire storage. All of this extension magic smoothed out the ride, made for a more
stable platform, and added cargo capacityâ€”everything anyone could ever want in a hauling
truck in the lates. Although available only as a three-quarter or one-ton, the Longhorn could be
had with a host of engines, from a straight six to a cubic-inch big-block. Built through , a total of
22, Longhorns were soldâ€”an average of about per year. With front and rear anti-sway bars,
heavy duty shocks, massive drum brakes in the rear with four-piston disc brakes up front, large
radiator, dual batteriesâ€”one for the truck and the other for the camperâ€”a special
frame-mounted tie-down system for your camper, and the aforementioned built-in camper
wiring, all you needed was the camper itself. Ford provided that too for an extra cost. Ford
partnered with Starcraft RV in Topeka, Indiana, to develop the unique
fiberglass-shell-constructed American Road slide-in camper in , as seen in some Super Camper
Special advertising from that year. The oil embargo of may have had a hand in the demise of the
Super Camper Special, which is a shame. Ford offered a wide range of engines, starting with the
base up to the FE through , as well as the from midâ€” From â€”79, the and small-blocks
replaced the and FEs. Payload for the seven years of Super production was more than pounds,
with an overall gross vehicle weight GVWR around 10, pounds. Various color breakups and
packages could take your basic pickup to almost Cadillac luxuriousness, something almost
unheard of just a few years before. Basically everything you could get in a regular Fâ€”F could
be ordered for Specials. The Ranger XLT trim package was top-of-the-line from â€” Generally,
the more optioned wheel-base Fs tend to be Camper Specials. He traded in a Ford Camper
Special for it. Typically equipped with the cu-inch C6 combo, it also has air-conditioning and a
sliding rear window. Non-stock items include wood steering wheel, special seat upholstery
originally fabric , Holley cfm carburetor, and electronic ignition. All of the California smog
equipment was mercifully been removed. The paint is factory original red over white. Generally,
all â€”75 and then â€”79 Camper Specials are identical, save for grilles and minor trim. Car
Profiles. A Story About. Your weekly dose of car news from Hagerty in your inbox. See more
newsletters Thanks for signing up. Sign up. More on this topic. Valuation King of the bulls, the
Miura is the most collectible Lamborghini for good reason Andrew Newton. Share Leave
comment. Read next Up next: 40 years later, we still love the cars of Grease. Login Register
Sitemap Contact us Home. It has , miles on it. I bought this truck from the original owner in
Michigan about 8 years ago. This year I rebuilt the brakes I installed new shocks. The LH
manifold is new and we changed the gasket on the right side. There is still aminor leak at one of
the flanges I think. It has a new muffler. It got new spark plug, distributor cap and rotor and new
fuel filters. I also put on a brand new Holley carburetor that was a direct replacement for the
original. The engine runs well and the transmission works well. Truck drives great! The rear fuel
tank needs replacement as it has rust inside. I run it on the front tank only. The gas gauge does

not work, not sure why. There are a few rust issues on the body. Both cab corners are rusted
through and there is a hole in the bottom of the drivers side front fender about the size of a
nickel. The rear wheel openings have some surface rust but nothing major or visible unless you
look up from underneath. The inside of the bed is solid except for surface rust from where the
slide in camper was. There are two small pin holes in the bottom of one of the ribs. The tailgate
is in good shape with a few minor dentsand works well. The fram, cab mounts and under body
are solid with no holes. The floors are all solid. The truck has some minor dents here and there
like on the top of the bed and one small one on the roof. All the trim is present with no damage.
The grill is in nice shape. The interior is decent and the original vynil. The back seat is in great
shape, the front is splitting at the seams in a couple places on the drivers side. The headliner is
in good shape. The original floor matis in good shape front and rear. Hasthe original AM radio
and it works great! The tires are new last year Transmission is a C-6 Automatic. Truck still has
tie down hooks on the bed for a camper. Has the flipper windows in the back with a sliding rear
window. This truck is a beast! I have driven it daily this summer and it would make a great
restoration project as its all original and pretty solid. In that case a cashiers check prior to
pickup is fine and vehicle can only be picked up after check clears. There is no title. Truck will
be sold with a bill of sale only. Titles are not required in NH for vehicles older than 15 years.
Buyer is responsible for pickup or shipping arrangements. Truck is located in Moultonboro NH.
United States bidders only please. More Ford classic cars for sale. Super Camper Special. Make
an Enquiry. Analysts estimate that the F-Series alone makes up half of the Ford Motor
Company's profits in recent years. In the tenth generation of the F-series, the FHD and F which
were changed to diesel fuel changed body style in and joined the Super Duty series. The first
F-Series truck known as the Ford Bonus-Built was introduced in , replacing the company's
previous car-based pickup line. It was a modern-looking truck with a flat, one-piece windshield
and integrated headlights. The F-1 truck was also available with additional chrome and two
horns as an option. A Mercury-badged version of this F-Series was sold only in Canada. Design
of the F-Series truck changed little from to From â€”, the grill was a series of horizontal bars
and the headlights were set into the fenders. For and , the headlights were connected by a wide
aerodynamic cross piece with three similarly aerodynamic supports. The rear window was wider
in the later trucks and the dashboard was redesigned. F-series trucks were built at sixteen
different Ford plants. Serial numbers indicate the truck model, engine, year, assembly plant, and
unit number. Engine s CID 3. The F-Series was redesigned for with a more integrated look.
Interior amenities were new, including a dome light, lighter, arm rests, and sun visors. On March
13, , "Ford-O-Matic" automatic transmissions became an option. The inline six was increased in
size, and power steering was introduced as an option. The truck was restyled again in with a
hood that now sat flush with the fenders and a new chrome grille. All light and medium trucks
were transferred to 10 other plants in the USA. From on, only the traditional separate cab and
bed arrangement were available. In , the Twin I-Beam front suspension was introduced with coil
springs and the replaced the A 4-door crew cab version was also introduced in , still a popular
option. In , the name "Ranger" is first introduced as a styling package for the F-Series pickup
trucks using mustang bucket seats and a curtain over the gas tank. Then later the name Ranger
is used for Ford's compact series trucks; an entry in the mini-pickup segment. It went on to
become the top-selling compact pickup in the American market. In , the cubic inch 4. It had 7
main bearings and timing gears no chain or belt. In , federal regulations required all automotive
manufacturers to add side marker reflectors or lights, so Ford redesigned the hood emblems to
incorporate reflectors. The same year the trucks received larger versions of Ford's FE engine
family with the introduction of the and cubic inch engines. Also changed for were the heater
controls, arm rests, interior door handles and window cranks, and the upper trim moulding on
models so equipped. Rear side marker reflectors were also added to the lower bed side panels
in , per government regulations. The fifth generation bodies were noted for durability and
simplicity of design making them a favorite for restoration. Trucks from the Fifth Generation can
be identified as to year model by their year specific grille arrangements. Most of these
"specials" from â€”72 were made in relatively low numbers and are now becoming increasingly
difficult to locate. It was the last Ford truck manufactured in the Ipiranga plant, that was soon
closed. The truck was redesigned in ; the grille for the model year featured two silver-metallic
plastic inserts divided by an aluminum bar that was part of the main grille frame, with the letters
"F O R D" spaced out in a thin rail in the upper part of the grille. Medium-duty models, however,
weren't redesigned as drastically as the light-duty trucks. In fact they were incredibly similar to
the fifth-generation medium-duty F-Series trucks. In , this familiar "split-grille" design was
facelifted slightly to feature black accents around the headlights and a refined appearance
overall. In , the round headlight design was retained for the regular Ranger and Custom trim
levels. The XLT and "Lariat" trim level incorporated rectangular headlights with optional chrome

headlight doors and chrome grille insert. The split grille design was overhauled in favor of a
single-piece grille insert design. Additionally, a new chrome-plated "F O R D" letter set could
now be seen on the hood immediately above the grille. In , the round headlights were replaced
by rectangular headlamps across all the trim levels and the surrounding grille insert that framed
the headlamps was now available in either black, or chrome to match that of the aluminum grille
frame. The similarities between â€” medium-duty F-Series, compared to those made between
and In , a new model was offered, the F SRW single rear wheel pickup. These were a new heavy
duty pickup with contractors and camping enthusiasts in mind. The trucks rode on a longer
wheel base chassis but were the same overall length as an F pickup. Other changes included
the introduction of the extended super cab version. In , the F-series became the best-selling
truck in America, a position it has continued to hold since. This generation is noted for the
durability of the body panels as Ford used extensive amounts of galvanized sheet metal to fight
corrosion. The GVWR ratings for these trucks was tied to a combination of wheel, spring, axle
and brake combinations. The series code on the ID tag denotes which model and from that it
can be determined what weight rating each vehicle has. Serial numbers beginning with an X are
SuperCab models. Starting in , Ford redesigned their Ford Bronco and based it off of the F The
Bronco was now virtually identical to the F, except for the unibody design structure. The new
Bronco incorporated design characteristics which eliminated leaky roofs and body flex
associated with other full size removable top utility vehicles of the era. This allowed Ford to
compete better with the Chevrolet Blazer by offering a larger and more luxurious SUV while
minimalizing production costs since many especially the most complex and expensive parts
were shared with the F-series trucks. The Bronco was only offered with the M and V8 engines.
The next major redesign came in The new truck had a squarer look, with sharp lines and flat
panels; the trucks were designed with improved fuel efficiency in mind, and to this end, Ford
added its new AOD automatic overdrive four-speed transmission as an option on light-duty
models. Also new was Ford's first use of an independent front suspension on 4X4 models. The
Ranger trim line was dropped from the F-Series in , since that name was to be applied to the
new Ford Ranger compact pickup, which replaced the Ford Courier mini-pickup line. In the
"F-O-R-D" letters were removed from the hood and a blue oval logo appeared on a slightly
re-designed grille that featured fewer vertical bars than the previous â€” grille. In , the series
"Cleveland" V8s were discontinued. The M was replaced by the Windsor an older design that
now made its debut in light trucks , while the vanished altogether Ford's competitors had
ceased selling engines in that size range a few years before. The 5. The new Essex V6 was
added in , but didn't sell particularly well. It was dropped after , and the long-lived inline six
continued as the standard engine through the series. These were also the last American
vehicles to have a column-mounted manual transmission. This generation also saw extensive
use of galvanized body panels to fight corrosion which is now gaining them popularity among
restorers. The various changes that occurred between the and model years were accompanied
by a slight cosmetic change- â€”81 trucks have a plain grille with "FORD" spelled across the
front of the hood in chrome letters, similar to the previous generation. This made the the first
model year to feature a blue oval on the front, something that has been on every model that
followed it, with the exception of the F SVT Raptor. This generation of Ford trucks are the latest
to become popular restoration projects as most of these trucks are becoming emissions exempt
in most states and now old enough to be registered as classics or antiques. Engine s 4.
Transmission s 3-speed automatic 4-speed automatic 4-speed manual 5-speed manual. The
design was more streamlined, and maintenance items were made simpler. For the 4. Four wheel
drive improvements included the addition of automatic locking hubs for the F in , and for the
rest in Based on its I-beam suspension from the mid '60s, Ford mounted a Dana 44 differential
in the driver-side front axle beam and transmitted torque to the passenger-side wheel with a
double U-jointed axleshaft. Radius arms and coil springs were still used on the F's, while the
four-wheel-drive Fs and Fs got leaf springs. Towards the end of this generation, there was the
addition of the behind cab cargo light. For , a new "Nite" trim package was introduced. Some
sources report that a sport suspension was included, although this is not certain. The " F-Super
Duty " as the fender emblems stated models appeared from to They were basically Fs built as
an "incomplete vehicle" chassis cab due to the fact that there was no bed installed and an
aftermarket bed specific to its future use was added after the truck's initial build date. It came
with dual fuel tanks with a dash-mounted toggle switch to switch between each tank while using
only the one fuel gauge. They came with either the standard 7. This model should not be
confused with the "Super Duty" commercial line of trucks starting with the model year. The
"Nite" package introduced in continued, but was dropped at the end of the model year. The
models brought several changes, including a driver's-side airbag, "CHMSL" third brake light,
brake-shift interlock and CFC-free air conditioning. Ford trailed rival General Motors in

combined truck sales for much of the ninth generation, though sales steadily rose each year.
The 7. With the exception of the 4. Ford took the aero styling further for with a rounded nose on
the new F-series. Since it was the F's first major redesign since , the redesigned truck went on a
nation-wide stop tour to Ford plants and the external part suppliers in October, prior to its
release. Because of the radical styling, Ford predicted that traditional truck buyers wouldn't
receive the radical and car-like too well, so it continued to produce and sell the previous model
alongside the redesigned model for a few months. The regular F light duty was basically an F
with the same body panels but with heavy duty axles and suspension, along with 7 lug wheels.
Additionally, the F Light Duty also offered a load leveling rear suspension system. Completely
new, more efficient engines were offered beginning in The 4. A wide variety of body options
were available: regular cab and SuperCab, standard or flareside boxes, and short and long
beds. A new Lightning was introduced in , and Harley-Davidson and King Ranch versions were
also created. In the SuperCrew cab was introduced with four full-size doors. In , an FX4 model
was introduced which came with skid plates,a carbon steel frame, Rancho shock absorbers,
and specific 17" aluminum wheels along with more standard features that were optional on XLT.
In , a sporty STX trim package was introduced, aimed at younger truck buyers. The package
also featured chrome step rails, 17" chrome wheels, and a Kenwood Z stereo was installed in
place of the standard Ford radio. Sales of the F surged in the tenth generation from , to over , in
as the General Motors and Dodge products lagged. Ford's sales dropped, however, for the final
years of this generation as the redesigned Dodge trucks were released. The SuperCrew was
added to the lineup in Ford manufactured a limited run of "Heritage Edition" Fs of this body
style in as model years to finish out production. This truck, with an updated grille, is still
available in Mexico as a less-expensive alternative to the current trucks. Ford has found that the
cruise control system in many of their trucks could catch fire, because the switch system could
corrode over time, overheat and ignite. Ignition was later blamed on spillage from the adjacent
master cylinder. On March 5, Ford recalled , full-size pickups and full-size SUVs for the defective
part. During the previous two years Ford had recalled 5. That recall, one of the largest in history,
covered vehicles from the â€” model years. This generation of F was sold in Mexico until the
twelfth generation model was released there. LengthRegular Cab: In , Ford redesigned the F
using the new P2 platform. The side windows also changed to a Kenworth "Daylight Door" and
Ford Super Duty-like appearance; dipping towards the front of the door. Initially, only Ford's 4.
In , Ford's 4. All F-Series have two large "closed loop" front tow hook design as opposed to
conventional open hooks, which may bend out or even break. For the model year beginning in
December, , a flex-fuel version of the 3-valve 5. For , Ford introduced a complement to the
existing FX4 model, the new FX2 Sport package a 2 wheel drive truck with an appearance
package. The â€” F model years are mechanically identical, and no technical explanation has
been offered by Ford regarding the increase in tow ratings. The dummy sensors recorded no
injuries to any body region. Additionally, Roush offers an aftermarket version with similar
power. Beginning with the second half of the model year, Ford offered the Saleen
forced-induction package on the Harley edition as an OEM option. The F Foose Edition debuted
in fall as a model. The supercharged 5. Additionally, over , F-Series trucks were sold in , a
single-year sales record for trucks. As a popular fleet vehicle, this generation of the F-Series
has garnered a number of awards from fleet management professionals. According to
Consumer Reports' used car reliability history data, the â€” F with the 4. It scored a rating of
excellent for five straight consecutive years within one body generation, something that
domestics had never earned in the past. The chassis includes lighter-weight, high strength steel
for better fuel economy and safety and improved payload and towing capacity. Three engines
are initially offered with the redesign: a revised 5. The 3-valve 5. Additional engine offerings
under development include a new 4. The Ford F features front-seat side impact airbags and
Ford's Safety Canopy System for the first and second rows as Head protection in the event of a
side impact. The worsening economic situation in US and the declining sales of Fs prompted
Ford to delay the introduction of the new F by two months. Beginning in , manual transmissions
will no longer be available in the F It is powered by a 5. The 6. A six-speed automatic is
standard. Also, it will be available in solid black, white, blue, and orange with a "digital mud"
decal scheme as an option. It uses a 6. Ford donated all proceeds above the MSRP to charity.
The FX-4, also called Fahrenheit F, was built for outdoor lifestyle enthusiasts. The Street Scene
Equipment version is a lowered truck built with performance and style. It manufactures the first
of this product in the second half of In , Ford announced its intention to enter Baja race class 8
race. The race team consisted driver of record Steve Oligos and co-drivers Randy Merritt, Greg
Foutz and Bud Brutsman, competing in class eight for moderately modified full-size pickup
trucks. Ford F Information specifications reviews. Second generation trucks were built in Brazil
from to as the F, F and F Ranger - Intermediate trim that added a color-keyed floor mat, chrome

trim on the door panels,and woodtone dash trim. It also featured special "Lariat" emblems on
the cab,as well as Ranger Lariat script above the radio. For â€” Base â€” basically the same as
the Custom of the previous years. XLS - a new trim level that featured a blacked-out grille,
bumpers, headlight bezels, and windshield trim. It also featured a stripe graphics package and
black and silver dash trim. Available exterior colors were red, silver, and black. In the tailgate
trim was changed to a "flat" full width aluminum with a red "reflector" towards the bottom with
chrome FORD letters. Explorer packages changed every year,and were only offered for a limited
time each model year. In Mexico, there is an "F" which was introduced in This variant remained
until EngineYearsPowerTorque 4. Motorsports In , Ford announced its intention to enter Baja
race class 8 race. School bus chassis versions are sold as B-Series trucks. Parcel delivery vans
are P-Series. Big tractor trailer trucks are L-Series. There was also a class 8 cab over called the
W-Series in the 60's's, replaced by the CL-Series in Biodiesel also is used in diesel engines.
Ford also built Right-hand drive versions of the F-Series in Brazil for export to countries that
drive on the left side of the road, like the United Kingdom and Australia. Prior to the F and F
medium-duty trucks, Ford offered F, F and F medium-duty trucks that retained the door and aft
cab A-pillar back style and structure from the previous generation F-Series, along with the dash
and instrument cluster from early s models. National Parts Depot continues to offer the best
restoration parts available for your Ford Truck. Our unmatched commitment to providing quality
parts for your Ford Truck is what sets us apart from our competitors. When the details matter,
trust NPD's knowledgable staff to guide you to the right part at the right price. Whether it be
replacement Ford Truck parts, restoration Ford Truck quality parts, or concours Ford Truck
quality restoration parts; we have it and in stock. Like you, we live and breath the restoration
hobby and take great pride in helping restore our American History. From correct emblems and
decals to seat upholstery and sheet metal, NPD has everything you need. With our huge
selection of Ford Truck parts, there is no need to go anywhere else for your Ford Truck parts
needs. Our inventory is constantly expanding, ensuring that we provide you with the largest,
most up to date selection of Ford Truck parts available. NPD has your project covered from start
to finish. We carry Ford Truck parts for , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , and models. Thank
you for considering National Parts Depot as your supplier of great restoration parts and
accessories. All Vehicle Years Toggle navigation. Year Filter All Years Search Cancel. Show
More. Checkout Continue Shopping. We guarantee that all our images are not reprints, they are
original photos from a press archive, the youngest photos we have are 30 years old and the
oldest over years old. This photograph originates from a press photo archive. IMS Vintage
Photos is selling photos that come from editorial press photo archives in Europe and dating
back to the early 19th century. The archives are in great condition and have been in storage for
a long time and the images in the collection are now being sold off one by one. The images
archive where distributed in most cases in maximum only copies around the world at the time
and many copies have been lost or damaged during time, each copy from the collection is
therefore very rare and unique. This kind of rare images are not only a great thing to own but
also a great investment. Own a piece of history with this great photography memorabilia. What
you will buy from us has a true historical value and authenticity. All these photos have a story
to tell and come from a reliable source. It is a piece of history. Vintage photographs are a great
collectible. For those collecting certain interests you can most likely find a vintage press photo
in our collection from that subject and add to your collection. A moment in history is a great
addition to any collection. An original photos is a great wall decor, an original piece of history in
your home or your office. We also recommend two sided glass frames for display on tables, as
you can then see the back of the photo also. The back of the photo has sometimes stamps,
writing and text that makes the photo even more historical and unique. In what town did
grandpa grow up? Photographs that have been locked away in a newspaper archive for decades
and are now for the first time available to the public are the perfect gift. There is only one copy
of each so each image is totally unique. Each image contains original stamps, scribble from
journalist and captions making the photo very authentic and historic. A moment in history as a
gift. Search for a subjects that fits the person you are giving or find just a beautiful photo to
enjoy. A vintage photograph is suitable for all occasions whether its a christmas gift, valentines,
fathers day, mothers or just as a surprise gift to make someone's day. Many predict that the
price and value of vintage photographs will increase in the future and might be the next
valuable paintings of our times. Vintage press photographs are certainly not growing in
numbers as they stopped making them 30 years ago. Many have been lost in fires or water
damages already. Take good care of your vintage photograph as it might be very valuable in the
future. One of the best reasons to on a vintage photograph is to enjoy the moment, the moment
in history when the photo was taken. From the times when you could not snap as many frames
you wanted, and just delete and upload. From the times you maybe only had one shot, and

could not see the image until days later after developing it. Its from these times when the
moments are so much more precious and not mention more rare as the more years we go back
in history, fewer and fewer images are of moments and events that exist. We are selling these
photos as collectibles only and no copyright is implied. We sell to clients all over the world and
each items are shipped in strong cardboard envelope to ensure safe delivery and wrapped in
plastic sheet. Please contact us if you would like to make a bank transfer. Please note that you
do not need to have a PayPal account to pay using PayPal, just a valid debit or credit card. We
are based both in Iceland and in Latvia. Frame it or give it in a nice box! Contact us about
information regarding frames and boxes for the original photos. We sell, frames, glass boxes
and filt boxes. Over the years it developed into a digital photo agency. In IMS started with just
one scanner trying out different methods of digitising archives. With a team of 60 people IMS is
digitizing thousands of photographs every day, cataloging them and thereby preserving these
great historical moments. IMS has developed a unique technology allowing it to take on very
large archives. IMS is working with many of the worlds most renowned newspapers archives. Q:
Is this photo a reprint, a photo that you print from a digital file on demand? A: Absolutely not!
What we are selling are the actual original images that come from press archives. What you get
is the actual copy from the archive. On the back of most photos you can see, stamps, writing
and notes made over time as these photos were used in the publications. The archives stopped
using prints like this in , so the youngest photo we have is over 30 years old and the oldest over
year old. You are getting a real, authentic piece of history, every photograph is unique and there
is only one copy of each photo. Q: Where do all these vintage photos come from that you are
selling? A: These original vintage photographs are from various news paper archives in Europe,
mostly from United Kingdom and Scandinavia. We work with these archives preserve all these
great moments in history by digitizing them. By selling the original copy after it has been
scanned, we can help pay for this very important project. This project creates this ones in a
lifetime opportunity for the public to buy these images that have been locked away for up to
years in the archives. A: From the photo archives of all the newspapers where in either print or
film format. Most of them used the prints. The prints were given to the printer who used them to
setup the newspapers and print it and then the print was returned back to the archive.
Commonly the newspapers would stamp the dates when it was used in the newspapers and
many photographs were used multiple times. After they started using digital cameras and
slowly the archives shifted over to the digital photo. The press archives stopped growing and
slowly over time the archives used them less and less. Now with the help of IMS Vintage
Photos, they are able to scan all their archives and get access to them digitally and at the same
time, the public can see many of them for the first time, and buy the original copies. Q: How do
you package the photos so they are shipped safely? A: We package each order in sturdy
cardboard envelopes to prevent them from being bent, and then we wrap them in plastic sheet
to prevent them from moisture and water. We have shipped hundreds of thousands of photos to
most countries in the world and it is a very rare exception if something is damaged on the way.
A: No. This is a digital watermark used to protect our images. It is not printed on the actual
photo. Q: Can I download the digital version of this photo and keep it instead of buying the
original? A: No, we are only selling the actual vintage originals and do not make or distribute
any digital copies. We think owning a screen size digital copy with a watermark is also much
less interesting compared to owning the actual original copy of the image. Q: When do you ship
the orders? A: We ship within one business day after the payment has been made. You should
receive a confirmation from us when we ship the order. If you don't get that, please contact us..
Q: Do you combine shipping and invoices? A: We are based in both Iceland and Latvia. We can
combine all orders we can ship from the same location. We can not combine shipping if the
images have to be shipped from different locations.. Q: What are your office hours? A: We are
open GMT. We also have customer service after hours helping out with all the basics. Q: Can I
use this photograph in a publication I am doing, such as book, documentary or website? A:
Please do not use any of our photographs before contacting us first. For some images it is an
absolute no, for some it might work as we have an agreement with the copyright holder. Please
contact us and we will be glad to help figure that out. This F Camper Special is designed for
towing a trailer, carrying a pickup camper or hauling tools and construction material. Quite the
combo and a very desirable truck. This is a Texas truck, which is where we purchased it from.
We love these Texas trucks because they are always dry and clean and this one is no exception.
We would call this a Selectively restored truck that looks great and has had a lot of mechanical
work done to it to make it a reliable driver. It runs and drives excellent!!! The body is in really
really nice condition and it is still showing a-lot of the original paint with some nice Patina. It
looks great!! We did not find any rust or rust repair anywhere on the body and the underside is
dry and clean. This Highboy still has all of the extra trim and stainless it would have come with

from the factory and it is still in great condition. The last owner added the Rear Headache rack
and Tool Box and they are both heavy duty and give the truck a cool look. The interior is still in
excellent condition and was obviously cared for. The bench seat is original and in wonderful
condition. It does have a newer floor mat, dash, dash bezel and headliner. Other than that it is a
nice original and unmolested interior. Mechanically this truck is top notch and runs and drives
excellent. The V8 runs strong and there are no red flags are far as running and drivability. We
were told the engine was rebuilt a few years ago, but we did not get the receipt. They also
rebuilt the C6 Automatic Transmission at that time and it shifts great. This truck also has Power
Steering and Dual Exhaust. Our test drive showed a great running and driving truck with no
issues that showed up. We hand pick each vehicle, drive it, inspect it, and make sure it is ready
for you to enjoy! We drive what we sell so that we can give you a first hand and accurate report
on how the vehicle runs and drives. Our pictures are never touched up or photoshopped. What
you see is an accurate representation of the vehicle. We take consistent pictures and show you
everything so you can get a true representation of the vehicle. Drivetrain Engine Type:.
Complete Pictures and Video at Full Gallery. Contact Us About this Vehicle. Last name. Outlying
Islands U. Time to call. Thank you for your interest! We'll get back to you soon! Speed Digital.
Having said that, it does appear to be in above-average condition for its age and should be
capable of dragging around some pretty respectable loads. Whether those loads find their way
into the bed, or whether they are hooked to the towing hitch is a matter for the next owner to
decide. Located in Ogden, Utah, you will find the Ford listed for sale here on eBay. The F is
finished in Orange, and generally speaking, the vehicle does appear to be in better than average
condition. The panels look nice and straight, while the trim and chrome seem really clean. The
owner states that the Ranger has no issues with rust, and on first impressions, that seems to be
a fair call. However, if you look at the photo of the bed that I have included at the bottom of this
article, you will see a couple of spots that look a bit questionable. They could be nothing but
some leaves, but they would bear investigation. The first of these is at the front edge of the bed
just to the left of the center. To me, it looks like there could possibly be a couple of holes. It also
appears that the bottom of the tailgate on the inside might also have some rust developing. The
F is fitted with a towing hitch, which means that it also has the potential to be a very satisfactory
tow vehicle. One addition that I really quite like is the dealer-fitted spotlights. Lifting the hood of
the Ranger reveals a ci FE V8, a 3-speed automatic transmission, along with power steering and
power brakes. This was the final year that the FE and engines were available in the F, and in this
case, it produced hp. Those are the numbers that made the F such a formidable tow vehicle, and
it seems that this one is in sound mechanical health. The owner does say that the starts easily
and that the F drives very well. The interior of the Ranger presents fairly well, and it really has
no immediate needs. The headliner and door trims look really nice, while the dash pad seems to
be free of cracks. The steering wheel does have a number of cracks, while the woodgrain has
peeled away and broken in a number of spots on the dash. That really seems to be about it for
obvious faults. One of the most common issues with this system tends to be switch failure, so if
the next owner decides to tackle this, that might be a good starting point. One thing that does
work is the air conditioning. This has received a recent service, and it blows ice-cold. The
Ranger also comes equipped with a dealer-fitted CB radio. Apart from that small question mark
over the potential rust in the bed, it appears to be in excellent condition for its age. One factor to
consider is that virtually all of these classic pickups have been experiencing some pretty
substantial increases in values in recent times, and the F is no exception. You would think that
with those sorts of increases, they would be reaching a point where they would potentially price
themselves out of the market. So the shop used this truck as a shop truck for 6 months and
hates to beat it up so he decides to sell it. What are pickup trucks for, to haul things and yes
they get abused but why own a truck if your not going to use it as a truck. I find his story bogus.
Ford made tons of these trucks, and many are in excellent condition, especially those trucks
that were dedicated to camper and recreational use. The Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Adam Clarke. Like This? Get Our Daily Email.
Comments joe. Guggie Gone at Todd Zuercher. Rare Fins: Cadillac Eldorado Seville. Frequency:
Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime.
Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe
later. Free View Limit Reached! It seems like 70s-era Ford pickups are becoming more desired
every day. As these trucks approach the fifty-year-old mark, their status as classics is getting
stronger. Located in the southwest Idaho town of Homedale, this truck looks like it just drove
off a ranch in Check out this amazing truck! Although the truck has low mileage and is in mostly
original condition, the seller says the upholstery has been re-done. You can see the diamond

pattern seat covers on the twin benches has been done in a very handsome saddle-colored
leather. This treatment really adds to the ranch look of the truck and is perfect in my opinion.
Even the rear seat is just as nice. You can also see an aftermarket steering wheel, but other than
that it looks fairly stock. The engine is the original cubic inch V8 that has had some
performance goodies added. The finned Mickey Thompson valve covers are done in Ford Blue
and they go well with the aftermarket air cleaner. It also looks like the distributor has been
replaced and you can see a brake booster, which will help slow down this big rig. The current
military tires that are on the truck are good looking and will probably perform well in an off-road
situation. What do you think? I think the lifted look from the factory is what started the love for
this model. Neighbor lady rancher had a 74 with the jacked up front end,totally stock. Crew cabs
such as this one are fairly uncommon around here,almost all are regular or super cabs. This is a
good looking truck,will make someone a good Christmas present. Nice truck. Who would have
thought they would fetch these big prices? I like them too, having good memories of driving
several during my high school and college days. It had terrible brakes, and I seem to recall it
was a rather than a , but it was a stump puller. I would have bought a 75 Extra cab if not for the
lack of 4wd. These and the bump side Fords have always been my favorite trucks, going back
many many years. Something is not right here. The pictures on ebay dont give me enough to
confirm without a doubt but the vin given is for a 2 wheel drive with a motor. Ford never offered
a in there F high boys. They definitely have there issues. An earlier owner put it on a 4 WD
chassis as the seller states in the ebay ad. Still its a pretty cool Frankenfurter. But 20 grand
plus? Only if my ego grew and other body parts shrank. Interesting in the real small print that it
was originally a two wheel drive truck. Without going the dually route, I believe this was the
biggest pickup you could buy. Great trucks, nothing stopped them, except running out of gas,
of course. Gas being the key issue here. Scott is correct, its a , anemic compared to a pre smog
but will still pass everything but a gas station. Great workhorse. Cheers GPC. Despite being on
a high boy chassis, it still has a 4 inch lift on it. Clean truck that should bring a lot of happiness
to the new owner. Not a Barn Find at all. Someone will get had, then realize they have a
mix-matched truck, and no title for it. Buyer beware! This is a nice crew cab truck but these
were the type of trucks that were bought by construction outfits and contractors for hauling a
work crew, tools and pulling a trailer or a compressor but not a truck for just tooling around in.
Beautiful truck.. Monster, need a ci? Found some things out about this rig. It was originally
sitting on a two wheel drive chassis, and someone took and put a 4wd drive chassis under it. All
the work was done well. The body and chassis is in incredible condition. The truck runs and
drives like a dream a good one. So those who have looked up the VIN and commented about the
discrepancy are correct. Yes, it may be well done, but potential buyers have to know what is
being offered. Pretty sure the seller knew exactly what the truck was before posting the
additional information on Ebay one day ago. People need to understand that 73 thru76 F 4x4s
true high boys had frames that were 4inches narrower than all other ford trucks including F
4x4s. So What you have is a Two wheel drive crew cab on a frame that would have to be Post
since all F 4x4s had frames that were 4inches narrower. The body mount holes that are different
are only for the rear set, and the bosses are already in place to easily drill and re-bolt. Once the
fuel tank was in place nobody would be the wiser. Nice truck.. I do like that its comes with the
optional back up transportation as seen in pic 19! All in all a nice truck but due to the
hodge-podge assembly of parts not worth collector prices. A buyer would need to like it for
what it is, not what it appears to be and bid accordingly. As for this one, well, what in the hell
could you do with it?? Just getting in and out of it would be a huge PITAâ€¦. And when are you
going to go 4 wheeling with 3 other guys riding along? I C nuttin wrong here. The factory did
this sorta thing, Y can;t we? He disclosed, albeit in sm print. This is a great looking mutt. And
the assisted power steering was a joke, even when it was brand new. It wore out quickly, and
leaked like a ceive, and with replacement parts that were virtually non existentâ€¦. I still love the
old High Boys, even with all their quirks. Still a good looking truck no matter if it started out as a
2wd, The work looks from what I can tell by the pictures as being done well. We hardly ever see
crew cabs or even extended cabs this generation trucks here in East Tennessee.. Looks nice
but it would be a task finding parking in most areas!!! Would serve a better purpose pulling a
horse trailer or fifth wheel camper to a campsite or to a hunting cabin perhaps!!! Don't post your
car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or
subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No
thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Montana Danford. Like This?
Get Our Daily Email. Comments KSwheatfarmer. Bernard Hutter. Bruce Whitefoot. Roger Davies.
I put
power trim motor mercury outboard
1991 ford escort manual

honda s2000 maintenance

a in mine, wish I still had it. Mark P. Howard A Member. Cheers GPC 4. Matt Pryer. I do believe
there are vin issues with this truck. I seen this posted on another forum. David G. Joseph
Thompson. FordGuy Member. DayDreamBeliever Member. The seller has added this to the
listing: Found some things out about this rig. Great for driving over the top of those tight
parking spaces. So What you have is a Two wheel drive crew cab on a frame that would have to
be Post since all F 4x4s had frames that were 4inches narrower 3. HiBoy start B4 thatâ€¦ 1. Gary
S. Rex Kahrs Member. Hey â€¦easy on the attorneys : 3. No politics, profanity, personal attacks.
For once I think the aftermarket steering wheel adds to the look of the interior.. Rare Fins:
Cadillac Eldorado Seville. Frequency: Daily. Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily
newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to
continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free View Limit Reached!

